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Abstract

Dyadic Approach and Withdrawal Sequences
of Preschool Children when Interacting
With an Adult Male
by
Paul M. Crane, Master of Science
Utah State University, 1978
Major Professor: J. Craig Peery, Ph. D.
Department: Family and Human Development
Thirty-eight preschool children (20 male and 18 females) w ere
filmed in a seated dyadic interaction with an adult experimenter.
Frame- by-frame film analysis was done for head and arms of subjects
and head, arms, and legs of experimenter for expe rimenter and subjects
approach and withdrawal movements.

Chi- square analysis were pe r-

formed for the data both between and within zones with the following
cells: approach-approach (A-A), expe rimenter and subject approach
each other; approach-withdrawal (A-W), experiment er approaches and
subject withdraws; withdrawal-approach (W -A), exper imenter withdraws and subject approaches; withdrawal-withdrawal (W - W), both
subject and expe rimenter withdraw.
The most frequent and significant movements for each zone and
body part were A- Wand W -A.

It was found that in the 3 foot zone the

ix
A- W cells (of the 2 X 2 contingency table) were the most frequent dyadic
movements.
frequent.

For the 2 and 1 foot zones the W -A cells were the most

For all three one-foot zones the W-W and A-A were res-

pectively the least frequent dyadic interactional patterns.

The intimate

zone of personal space was found to be larger than the 18 inches previously identified for adults; it was found to be over 24 inches.

Modifi-

cations for pe'rsohal 's pace and equllibhum theo'ries to 'acc'orrunodate
present findings are advanced.
( 73

pages)

Introduction

Personal space is conceived of as a portable territory that one
carries around with hiITl (SoITlITler and DeWar, 1963).
. v .ol,vi,n~ t,h~ ;,~y , p~~s?n,al, s,p~c ,e ,i s, ~s,:d, h,a~

Research in-

?e,ex: ,;o:,~u~t,:~ ~i~h , a:,i~l,s ,

and ITlan (Hediger, 1950, 1961; KUITlITler, 1968; Hall, 1966; SOITlITler
and DeWar, 1963; SOITler, 1969; Felipe and So=er, 1966; Castell,
1970; GofiITlan, 1971; Patterson, Mullens and ROITlano, 1971; AltITlan,
1975 ).
Two concepts that are closely allied to personal space are territorality and approach-withdrawal interaction.

Territorality is analogous

to personal space except that it refers to a definite area of space
(SoITlner, 1966).

For example, a parcel of land that a group calls its

own is a territory.

Issues concerning territorality have also been

found to be present in both animals and man (Kummer, 1968; Hediger,
1950, 1961; AltITlan, 1975; Edney, 1975).

Approach - withdrawal inter-

action is a concept that refers to ITloveITlents =ade by individuals that
follow particular patterns of space ITlaintenance (Argyle and Dean, 1965;
Peery, 1975).

For exaITlple, as person A ITloves toward person B, B

will move away froITl A.

The aspects of territorality, personal space

and approach-withdrawal interaction will be viewed as a ITleans of
boundary-space-distance regulation (BSDR) .

People will be seen to use
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these three methods of regulation for ma intaining a comfortable interactional distance (o r pr eventi on of inte raction) with othe r s in their
environme nts.

Territorality
Altman (1975) stat es that territorality is a
... self/other boundary-r egulation m echanism that involves
'p e r 'sonalization 'of o r ' marking ' of a pla ce 'or object and com - '
munication that it is 'owned ' by a person or group. Personalization and owne rship are des igned to regulate social int e raction and to help satisfy va rious social and physical motives.
D efense respons e s may sometimes occur when territorial
boundaries are v iolat ed . (p. 107)
Territorality can then be seen as a means of providing an
individual with an object or a physical place .

A territory can b e any-

thing from a large land like a country to a small area like a room.

As

Altma n (1975) states, it can also r efe r to an object lik e a sweater. car,
home, baske tball, or the like.
Any object that is owned is marked.
both animals and men mark a territory.

There are many ways that

A few of the methods used by

animals are: Vocal sounds; bodily exc retions; glandular secr e tions
(Altman, 1975).

Humans us e books, clothing, body placement, and

food (Sommer and Becker, 1 969).

These methods of marking are used

to t e ll others that the area is taken .
Even though both men and anima ls place markers to inform
others that an area is occupied, the re are times when the marked ,a rea

is taken over by another individual or group either on a temporary or
permanent basis.

This is referred to as encroachment.

According to Lyman and Scott (1967) there are three types of
encroachment.

They are:

Violation; invasion; contamination.

Violation

refers to an unwarranted entry or use of another's territory or domain.
An example would be a woman using a men's re stroom.
. tidrito'ry do'eS not ha've

a single ow'n er;

This type of

but 'is' claimed ' b'y 'a 'group wno '

have been given the area via cultural consent.

Invasion refers to by-

passing markers (boundarie s) and taking over an area e ithe r on a temporary or a permanent basis.

A distinction between those two types of

encroachment was not drawn by Lyman and Scott.

However, Altman

(1975) states that invasion seems to refer to encroachment on a particular person or group.

Violation in the men's room, for example,

according to Altman, refers only to ignoring societal expectations of
appropriate behavior.

The final method of encroachment mentioned by

Lyman and Scott (1967) is contamination.
place iITlpure.

This refers to rendering a

Defecation, urination, or spitting on someone else IS

property are concrete examples of territorial encroachment by violation .
When one encroaches upon the territory of another, there are
several reactions that can occur either to warn the intruder of hi s encroachings or to repel the intruder.

A few of the responses that can

occur are repetition of the markings, vocal warnings, nonverbal warnings (gestures, arm wavings, facial expressions , etc.), active defense,
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and aggressive behavior (Altman. 1975).

An example of territorial

defense is of two c hildr en that are playing together.

If one child took

the other's toy. then the owner of the toy might grab it back from the
first child and yell. "No. it ' s mine!" The purpose of these behaviors
are to provide a warning signal to the encroacher that he/ she is violating
an owned area and that the owner will not permit encroachment.
If an, intruder, does , not , yield to the ,w al'nings, of the 'protector of ,
the territory. then defense of the territory might occur (Hediger. 1950;
Altman. 1975).

The prote ctor would try and maintain his/her domain

by actual fighting. if necessary.

For example. children will fight to

retain possession of their toys if they are taken from them by other
children.

The action would be taken to show that the toys do not belong

to those who tried to take them.

As in the earlier example. if one child

persisted in taking another child's toy. then the owner of the toy might
hit the child and leave to play by himself.
Due to the basic nature of territorality (i. e. having a territory fo r
one's own and preventing the unauthorized use by intruders) it can be
seen as a means of BSDR.

Using devices such as markings. vocal and

active defense of an area. an animal/human can keep unwanted others
out of the domain.

Individuals can also be invited into the area.

For

example. in Altman's (1975) childhood recollections. it was not mentioned that some children were likely to interact in a friendly manner
in both the Irish and Jewish communities.

These i nteractants m i ght

ha ve only been two children playing together.

At the times these

interactants were t ogether the bounda ri es of th e communitie s would
have been relaxed for these friends, and in time the boundaries w ould
ha ve been relaxed for the f ri ends, in both areas, because it would have
been known by all that these childre n had a friend in the other community.
As a means of BSDR, territorality serves the function of keeping
others out of one's area, space, place, or the like until allowed in by

,Personal Space
Personal space, like territorality, has to do with a bounded
area.

However, unlike territorality, personal space deals with the

area that surrounds an individual (Goffman, 1971).

Sommer (1969)

describ e s it as follows:
Pe rsonal space refers to an area with an invisible boundary
surrounding the person ' s body into whi ch intruders may not
come. Like the por c upin es in Schopenhauer 's fable, people
like to be close enough to obt a in warmth and comradeship
but far enough away to avoid pricking one another. Personal
space is not necessarily spherical in shape, nor does. it extend
equally in all directions . . . It has been likened to a small
shell, a soap bubble, an aura , and 'b reathing room'. (p. 26)
Pe rsonal space is not limited to man alone.
also found in animals.

The phenomenon is

Altman (1975) states that ethologists have

studied personal space in animals for several years by observing their
habits in natural s e ttings.

Hediger (1950) found that animals often main-

tain distance s from other members of their groups or species.

He

noted that distances from eac h animal were remarkabl y constant.

An

example was given by Hediger of birds sitting on fences or telephone
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wir e s.

The distances betw ee n th e animals were noted to appear to be

pac e d off because the distan c es b e tween each bird appeared to be e qual.
Sommer (1969) stated that personal space is a boundary that
pr e vents intruders from entering the space of an individual.
definition is useful, it is not totally correct.

While this

Personal space is made

to sound like a fort ress that will repel all invaders, inst ead of a series
of behaviors th':"t che'ck wheth ~ ~ an ' approa'cher 'sho~ld 6~ ~n~ou~ag~d ' i~
his approach or discouraged from corning further.

Hall (19 6 6) in

accordance with the sentry idea, states that personal space is a series
of "bubbles" that sur round a person.

These "bubbles" are each of a

different intensity, and people will regulate these "bubbles" to allow
other s into the more intense regions, depending on how intimately the y
are known, crowded conditions, and so forth .
Hall states that a person has four "bubbles" or zones over which
he has control.

The regions are the intimate cultural distance (0 feet

to 1-1/2 feet away from the person), the personal cultural zone (1-1/2
feet to 4 feet away from the person), the social cultural distance (4 feet
to 12 feet away from the person), and the public cultural distance (12
feet to 24 feet away from the person).
The intimate culture distance is usually reserved for very personal relationships.
zone.

Physical contact is usually considerable in this

In private situation, this closeness would permit extens i ve com-

munication which could involve smell, touch, sound, and heat .

The
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public cu ltural distance is also a zone that is mostly reser ved for
intimat e conta cts.

This i s u sua ll y the distan ce which people reserve

for contact s of a friendly nature.

This zone still permits touching to

take pla ce , if it is desired, but the distance factor limits close em brasses.

This zone is a transitional area b e tween intimate contact and

fo rmal publi c behavior.

The n ext zone, according to Hall, is the social

,c",ltural distance which is usually , reserv'eci for busines's 'and, gene .. ",l ' ,
social contact.

People who wo rk close l y together and casual acquain-

tances usually are found to interact in this area.
int eract in this zone in public settings.

People will usually

Examples of people interacting

in this zone have been obs e rved by Hall (1966) and others in airports,
in offices, and in public conversations on street corne rs.

The fina l

zone of personal space described by Hall, the public cultural distance,
is t ypically used for formal occas i ons o r meetings, public speakers,
or for int eractions with high-status persons.

Lectures in classrooms,

and public speakers are usually placed a minimum of 12 feet away from
the audience they are addressing.
is shown in a court r oom.

The furthest zone of personal spac e

Judges, lawyers, jurors , and defendants are

usually plac e d so that most of the interaction with each other occ urs
within th e publi c zone of personal space .
Each of these zones as desc rib ed by Hall (1966) is used to avoid
inappropriate intrusions upon others and to r egulate interaction between
people.

An analogy is given by Hutton (1972) of the cell membrane .

The boundaries of the membrane shift with outside forces and the
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internal dynam i cs of the cell.
acceptable functioning le vel.

The meITlbrane will shift to achieve an
As nutrients are ne e ded, for example, the

ce ll ITleITlbrane will becoITle permiable and the nutrients can pass to the
ITlitochondria for cellular digestion; as nutrients are not needed, the
cell meITlbrane will becoITle l ess pe rITliable and the nutrients will be
kept further away frOITl cellular inge stion.
, , , , , AltIna., ( li1,S) believes the work whi"h has been done by ,Hall , ,
leads to SOITle implicit notions .

These ideas are that " .•. 1) the zones

are not necessarily universal, there are wide cultural variations in

what behaviors are permissable in each zone and what distances are
appropriate with certain persons in certain settings.

(2) the zones are

not iITlportant in terms of physi ca l distance per se; they are iITlportant
becaus e of the interpersonal cOITlITlunication possibilities they offer. "
(p. 60)

The work of Hall (1966) does imply personal space interaction

is dependent upon many factors .

The question arises, what factors

help to determine what zone is utilized during interaction?
According to Hall (1966), when two p e ople COITle into contact
with one another, the degree of prior intimacy between theITl will deterITline how closely they will approach each other; those which are ITlore
intiITlat e will COITle closer to one another than those that are acquaintances or strangers.

Mehrabian conducted a series of studies which

exaITlined nonverbal behavior and interpersonal attraction (Mehrabian
and Ferris, 1967, Mehrabian, 1968a, 1968b, 19 69; Mehrabian and
Williams, 1969; Mehrabian and DiaITlond, 1970, 1971).

The results of
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these studies indicated that the more favorable a social relationship is,
the close r two interactants will approach (g r eater eye contact, greater
forward body lean, and more smiling were also observed).

These

positive relationships created more permiable boundaries around the
parti cipants, and were shown in the many positive nonverbal behav iors.
Factors of social class also appear to have an affect on which
' zone 'a ' pers('Jll' is all.owed into. ' 'Lott and S"mrne'r '(1'967') pe'rforme'd 'an
expe riment in which they tested subjects with those who were either
perceived as lower or higher status individuals.

The results indicate

that individuals tend to keep a greater distance between themselves and
persons of lower and higher social status, than individuals who are of
an equal social standing.

The same status people were allowed into the

personal c ultural distanc e zone more often than the perceived higher
class or lower class individuals.

This occured when the subjects were

allowed to seat themselves in a room when either the lower, same, o r

higher status confederates were already seated in the room.
It would seem from the results of the experiment of Lott and
Sommer that people tend to feel more comfortable with strangers who
appear to be of the same social class they are.

Still, one is not going

to allow same class individuals into their two most inner zones under

normal conditions unless they are intimate ly known.

This would be

predicted by Hall (1966) and the series of Mehrabian studies.
A third factor that tends to ease the rigidity of personal space
is the degree of familiar it y with a place.

Castell (1970) tested 1 1/2
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to 3 year old childr en in their own homes and in a strange place.

The

r esults wer e as expect ed; the children stayed c los e r to their mothers
in the strange place as opposed t o their horne environment.
What occurs when strang e rs violate the inner zones of one's
personal space?

The usual reaction is a tendency to try and accommo-

date to the reactions of the intrud er , if possible, or to remove one's
s e lf f r om the violator'. , ,
Fe lipe and Somm er ( 1966) demo nstrated that if a pers ona l space
v i o l a ti on occurs, the n a rea c tio n from the violated person will fo llow.
Durin g the exper iment in a university library, the experimenter was to
sit near a subject.

He was to sit ve ry close to the person and maintain

a close body contact, tryin g to touch shoulders.

However, if this was

not p oss ible, th en the experimenter was to k eep within the intimate
zone of the s ubject.

The results indi cated that the subjects would try

to adjust to the experimenter "s itting too close." They tried var i ous
methods of accommodating to the violation of the experimenter.

The

person would, "turn aside, int erpose a notebook between hims e lf and
the stranger, and pull in his elbows." If this failed to reduce the tension that th e subject felt, flight r eactions occurred.
in a subsequent study, Fe lip e and Sommer ( 19 66) found that

individuals in mental institutions also reacted when th e ir personal
space was v iolated.

The reactions of the mental patients were approxi-

mately equa l to the reactions of the s tudents in the university library.
The patients tried to accommodate to the encroachment of the
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experimenter; if this did not work, then the subjects would take flight
from the experimental condition.
Patterson, Mullens, and Romano (1971) found in a library experi ment, that the subjects rea cted to the close sitting experimenter by
leaning away, reorienting their body, glaring, and blocking themselves
from the intruder (placing their elbows or hands between their bodies
and the expe'rirrtenter') ' Thes'e 'results' were a lso ' similar to' tho'se ob'tained by Felipe and Sommer (1966) and Goffman (197 1).
There are many reactions that can occur when the p e rsonal
space of a subject is violated.

Head aversion, eye aversion, placing of

body parts or objects between the subject and experimenter, relocating
one's body in relation to the expe rimenter, and flight reactions can
occur.

The age at which personal space develops has not been determined,
there still remains a great deal of contro ve rsy.

Some resear c hers feel

that personal space is not developed to any great degree until the person
is between 9 and 12 years old (Meisels and Guardo, 1969; Guardo, 19 69) .
Guardo (1969) used a testing approach to see if sixth-grade children
could determine differenc es in personal space zones.

portrayed on paper with figures in int e raction.

Situations were

The children traced

themselves on a card by a silhouetted figure that represented a friend,
acquaintance, stranger, or enemy.

From the results of the experiment,

Guardo concluded that the facets of personal space at the adult level,
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that she investigated, Were establi shed and learned by the time that the
child was 11 or 12 years old.
M eise ls and Guard o ( 1969) concluded from their work that the
personal space zones of a c hild, associated with degree of liking, were
established by the time the c hild was in third grade.

The t est given

depicted diffe rent situations the childre n Were asked to place a silhouette
r ep res.entin g themselves in a .face-to.-£a G:e . r ..,1ationship w ith .another .
figure repr ese nting others.

The children Were given several situations

in which they placed the figures: with a fl'iend, acquaintance, stranger,
someone they liked very much, someone neither liked nor disliked,
someone disliked very much, and someone feared.
Other researchers have concluded that children possess degrees
of personal space at ages earlier than those suggested by eithe r Guardo
or Meisels.

Jones and Aiello (1973) studied the difierences between sub-

cultur es of the first, third, and fifth graders in New York City.

The

study attempted to dete rmine if the subculture s differed in the distance s
they stood from a member of their own culture.

The results indicate

that there is a difference in the patterns of distance used by the different
subcultur es .

However, th e basic contention of Hall (1966) that proxemic

patterns are learned early in life as supported by the investigation.
Scott (1974) had children id ent ify activities on different cards.
children were to make up a story about the interactants.

The

The cards

depicted people in each of the different zone sHall (1966) had identified.
Scott found that kindergarten children identifi ed the different zones with
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chance r es ults.

However, as th e grade l eve l went up the children

b egan to identify the zones with greater accuracy.

He stated that by

the time that children were 8 years of age they will be able to identify
the personal space zones well.

Scott states the public cultural distance

and the intimate distance are the first two zones developed.
two zones develop later.

The other

Eberts and Lepper (1975) conducted an exp e ri-

'rrtetlt ' oh tliil'd reh who' werE! Of 'pte 's chbdl age.

PI. I)owl'i ng 'game' was used '

to examine eye -contact which has been found to be an important variable
in adult spatial behavior (Argyle and Dean, 1965).

The child approached

an adult exper imenter, and the distance was recorded.
eye-contact increased interaction distance.

It was found that

This finding follows the

work and theories of Hall (1966) about how strangers will interact with
one another.

Eberts and Lepper (19 75) replicated the experiment a

month later and found good stability for the child's spatial behavior
across exper iments with children and adults.

Eberts and Lepper con-

clude that personal space is acquired ea rly in the development of the
child.
Differences in results of the studies p r esented can be divided
into two areas.

The first area is that of a cognitive base.

The children

are asked to identify the different aspects of personal space from cards.
In order to correctly identify the tasks cor rectly , the childr en must
have a cognitive understanding of different types of people (friends,
acquaintances, strangers, and so on) .

The children must know that

some people should not be allowed to approach them.

T his is

UTAH STATE UNIVERSI TY
DEPARTM ENT OF FAMILY & CHILD DEVELOPM ENr

U. M. C. 29
J,OGAN, UTAH
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especially t rue of strangers and some members of various cultures.
Children begin to understand the importance o f distance from others
when their parents begin tea ching them attitudes needed for protection.
For example, "Don't go anywh ere with strangers, " "Keep your hands
to yourself, " "Don't play with the m because they are not like us," and
"Don't get so close to me." All of these instructions that parents give

are treat ed differently, dependin g upon how intimately one knows them.
The second area of the difference in the results of the studies
presented is that the children do not have a cognitive understanding or
cannot verbalize what someone does and why someone performs a certain action; one performs an action and does not know why.

This helps

to explain why kindergarten children had only chance results on zone
identification (Scott, 1974), yet preschool children were able to use
eye - contact with a stranger as a judge for the distance that they would
approach the experimenter (Eberts and Lepper, 1975).
Altman (1975) states personal space defense is a dual i nter action.

When an encroachment of personal space occurs the tendency

is to rezone the interaction (back away) .

However, if the distan ce

betwe e n two people is too great, then the distance will be decreased.
People react to one another in such a way that the entire behavior res ponse is to establish " ... an appropriate boundary system. " (Altman,
197 5, p. 87)

This reaction has also been observed by other researchers

in different circumstances (Sommer , 1962; Kleck, 1970 ; Haase, 1970) .
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In summary, personal s pa ce is a mechanism that deals with

prot ecti on.

It involves a compl e x set of feedback mechanisms that

e ithe r allow an individual into a closer zone, or allows an individual to
approach to a comfortable zone or distance.

When an individual is

invaded, accommodation responses, flight reactions, or nonverbal
behaviors will come into play to help ma intain appropriate boundaries.
There 's eem to be'

a s'et

Of 'equilibhuffi response 's to a'ssist ' ah in'd i'vidual

in maintaining a comfortable distance from others which is neither too
close, nor too far away.
Seeing personal space as a series of flexible "bubbles" that are
relaxed according to circumstances and will, helps one to understand
this mechanism as a ITlaintenance device t o help keep unwanted persons
froITl approaching ITlore closely "than is comfortable. " As a mechanisITl
of BSDR, when personal space is violated, reactions will occur to help
bring about an equ ilibriuITl position which will help int eractants ITlaintain
a comfortable distance from one another.

Approach and Withdrawal
Placing this dual interaction concept into practice, Argyle and
Dean (1965) proposed an approach and withdrawal theory of proxemics.
They stated that a person is both repelled and attracted by another .
They also state that one will take up a position of equilibriuITl in an
interaction.

With SOITleone who is liked, the approach forces would be
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stronge r than the repellin g (withdrawal) forces and greater proximity
w o uld r e sult.
Approach and withdrawal reactions are responses exhibited by
individuals when they defend against zone violations of their personal
spac e .
Argyle and Dean (1965) believe equilibrium movement has an
' affect on: rhdre than physic'a t diS'tante' between ' pedple : ' As 'Was foun'd 'by
Eberts and Lepper (1975), Argyle and Dean (1965) say eye-contact will
decrease as closer body distances are achieved.

They state that de-

creased eye-contact is part of an equilibrium system.

As eye-contact

decreases or increases, among interactants the physical distance w ill
increase or decrease accordingly.

An inverse relationship is said to

exist.
Approach and withdrawal interaction has to do with boundary protection and maintenance.

The concept is new and has only been studied

by a few researchers utilizing special equipment (Peery , note 1; Stern,
1971).

The techniques which have been used to study approach and with-

drawal interactions have used motion-picture film, and the data have
been analyzed frame-by-frame (Peery, note 1; Stern, 1971).
Approach and withdrawal interaction consists of both withdrawal
sequences and approach sequences in one subject of a dyad coupled together in an inverse relationship in the other subject.
ces are bodily movements toward the other interactant.

Approach sequenWithdrawa l

sequences are bodily movements away from the other individual.

This
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definition appears similar to the notion of personal space discussed
earlier.

The one distinction that must be made is that the approach and

withdrawal interactions occur too quickly to be observable; a microanalysis technique must be used.
A typical micro-analysis involves filming an interaction between
two or more individuals and then analyzing the film frame - by-frame to
see the approach and withdrawal interactions which had occurred.
1;'he approach and withdrawal interaction fits the equilibrium
model advanced by Argyle and Dean (1965).

The movements maintain a

comfortable distance between individuals and signal and kinds of movem .e nts desired or anticipated.

However, there is more to the interac-

tion than just maintaining distance.

The interaction might be seen as

maintaining a constant tension level between the interactants .
participants come too close to one another,

OT

As the

go too far away, a tension

level will be generated which will be either too high or too low for the
comfort of the interactants.

The interactants react to restore the equili-

brium position for both the tension level and distance, thus bringing the
interaction back into an acceptable level for bot h participants.
Stern (1971) found approach and w i thdrawal patt erns between a
mother and her three month-old twins dur i ng socia l i nt eraction in close
proximity.

He performed frame- by - frame fi l m analys i s of his subjects

and found highly significant approach and w i thdrawal interaction patte r ns
during synchronous interaction when the mothe r was l eading with a time
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lag of 1/4 second.

The children ' s heads turned away from their mother's

face as she approached them.

When the mother withdrew, the twins

returned their gaze to her.
Similar to the findings of Stern (1971) are those of Perry (note 1),
Perry used two day-old neonates as subjects.

He had an adult experi-

menter get the neonates' attention and make several approach and with, dr<liwal, movements: 'Peery found 'that the tl:iiltlI'eil turried away whe'n 'tne '
expe rimenter approached, and the children turned toward th e experimenter when the experimenter moved away from the neonates .

Peery

also used frame-by-frame film analysis,
The reason for film analysis in these studies is the movements
occured too quickl y for in vivo observation.

The intera ctions occurred

on a micro-level of interaction.

When One looks at the information on personal space and approach
and withdrawal interaction, several similarities can be found:

1) both

personal space and approach and withdrawal are means of maintaining a
certain interaction le vel, they both utilize an equilibrium (or dual interaction) position of proxemics;

2) they both help to guard an individual

against e ncroachment of bodily space.

Bes id es having similarities,

th e r e are differences among personal space and approach and withdrawal.
The one major difference is the method of observation.

Personal space

can be observed in vivo . However, the approach and withdrawal interaction cannot; one needs to observe this interactional sequence with
frame - by-frame film analysis as has been used by previous researchers.
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When one examines the body of literature on personal space and
the approach and w ithdrawal interaction, the two ideas are very similar
regarding defense of bodily space.

But, when the work of Stern (1971)

and Peery (note 1) are examined, the se concepts do not seem identical.

1£ they are, why does approach and withdrawal appear in infants?

The

work whic h has been done on p e rsonal space would predict that infants
w'ould not exhibit ilIiy ' pro'xemic-'t y'pe behavio'd .
Apparently personal space and approach and withdrawal reactions
are simila r, but not identical.
Since the concept of approach and withdrawal interactions has
not been tested in preschool children, and the concept of personal space
has been, in a limited way by Eberts and Lepper (1975), a comparison
can be made which will help to determine if these two concepts are the
same or different.
One of the basic problems that is noted in the past research o n
personal space is that children tested have been asked to id entify the
zones of personal space with cards, figures, or stories.
space is a non-verbal behavior, it is difficult to describe.

Since personal
However,

when this task is asked of preschool child r en (Guardo, 1969; Meisels
and Guardo, 1969; Scott, 1974) the results obtained fall into question
because preschoolers have limited verbal capacity and a r e not able to
describe what they "know" accurately.
Because of the problem of preschoolers having limited verbal
capacity, these children may have more than the intimate zone developed
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as noted by Scott (1974).
of personal space.

They may have developed four or more zones

However, because they are not able to identify

zones in simulated interactions (stories, talking about it, and so forth),
this does not preclude the presence of zones. The most accurate way to
test whether zones are developed is to p e rform an in vivo study.
This study will examine the reactions of preschool children and
their ,interaotions ,with an adult ac'r0SS the 'b(!>undaries that are ' identified '
by Hall (1966) as the intimate and personal.

Reactions in each of three

one-foot zones will be compared and contrasted .
This study will clarify whether I) approach and withdrawal sequenc es are present in preschool children in a dyadic interaction with
an adult exper imenter as Peery (note 1) found with neonates,

2) if these

approach and withdrawal sequences are present, then what will occur
across different zones of personal space as measu r ed i n one-foot segments, and

3) what relationship exists between personal space and the

approach and withdrawal sequences.
Since the study is exploratory specific hypotheses will not be
generated.

The only purpose will be to see if the approach and with-

drawal int er actions are present in preschool children, and if there is
a relationship between them and personal space .
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Subjects
A total of 38 preschool children from the Child Development
Laboratories (20 males and 18 females) were filmed with an adult male
expe rimenter.
years old).

The ages ranged from 3.5 to 5.5 years old (X = 4.4

The subjects were predominately middle-class Caucasians

from the communities around the university.

Data Collection
Subjects were filmed utilizing a Kodak XL- 55 Super 8 mm movie
camera, with a zoom lens, set on a tripod.

High Speed Ektachrome

film was used to avoid the need of extra light.

Filming took place in

the Faculty Lounge, which was selected because of its pleasant surroundings and its home-like atmosphere.

Altman (1975) from his review of

the literature states that when previous contact is had in a location,
people will be more willing to be in closer contact with others.

Even

though the children had no previous contact with the surroundings of
the lounge, the homey atmosphere of the room was expected to have
generalizable associations with their own homes.

Thus, the children

were expected to be more relaxed than in less homey surroundings.
A small child's chair was used by the children and a regular chair was
used by the experimenter.

The floor was marked off in one-foot
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(30 . 48 cm) segments by the us e of maskin g tape.

The markings Were

used as a distance marker during data analysis.
The came ra was placed at one end of the room behind a pa rtiti on.
Only the camera lens was visible.

The partition was placed approxi-

mately 25 feet from the chairs (see Appendix A).

Procedure
The children Were told that they would get to try two kinds of
candy and report which they preferred.

The children were seated next

to the expe rimenter at an angle of 45 degree s.

The experimenter gave

the children the first piece of candy, and while the childr en were eating
it, the experhnenter made several approach and withdrawal intera c tion
sequences.

The exper imenter approached and withdr ew from the child-

ren with his head , arms, and l egs .

Care was taken so that if more

than one body part was in motion at once the direction of the movement
was the same.

After the childr en had eaten the first piece of candy,

the children were given the second piece of candy to sample.

While the

children were eating it several more approach and withdrawal sequences
were performed.

The entire sequence was filmed .

The film was analyzed on a hand operat ed Lentar "Dual 8" editor
for super 8 rom film that allows analysis frame-by - frame.

With this

edi tor, segments of behaviors were analyzed o n e -at - a-time, and the
behaviors (or Frames) were viewed in sequence .

A scoring she et to
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count the behaviors was devised (see Appendix B).

The approaches and

withdrawals of the body parts of both the experimenter and subjects
were analyzed separately and independently across the thr ee one-foot
(30.48 cm) zones that the experimenter's body parts crossed (see
Appendix C).
Within each zone, scoring was handled by observing the independent body movem~nts ' e'xhibited by' the' head, arr':";, 'a;'d' legs 'of th~
experimenter, and the head and arms of the subjects.

Approach and

withdrawal movements were analyzed separately for each body part.
The only body parts scored were head and arms for subjects because
pilot analysis with 4 subjects (2 male and 2 female) revealed that the
leg movements of the subjects were not significantly (p > .05) related
to the experimenter's movements.

The torso of the subjects and experi-

menter ill the pilot analysis had the same patterns as did their heads.
Th erefore , the torso was eliminated.
The data were taken from the scoring sheets and collapsed for
each body part into 2 X 2 tables ,

P ilot analysis showed the movements

exhibited by both the subjects and the expe rime nter could be seen as
e ither an approach or withdrawal, perfectly lateral movements occurred
less than. 5 percent of the time and were not scored.
The cells in the tables were: approach -approach (A-A), both
experimenter and child were approachin g; approach-withdrawal (A- W) ,
the experimenter approaches while the c hild withdraws; withdrawalapproach (W -A), the exper i menter withdraws while the child approaches;
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and withdrawal-withdrawal (W - W), both the experimenter and subject
withdraw (see Figure 1).
Also, the data could be collapsed for each one foot zone to gi ve
2 X 2 tables for the experimenter ' s body parts versus e ither the head

or arms of the subject(s) '.

, SUBJECT
A

W

A

EXPERIMENTER
W
~.

Figure 1.

Sample 2 X 2 chi- square ce ll

Data Analysis
The da ta were analyzed in the following ways:

1) Mean frequency

of occurance--this was performed for each of the three one-foot zones.
These data were gathered to allow compar ison between the different
body parts and zones for the approaches and withdrawals.

2) Approach

and withdrawal by dyad--a 2 X 2 table was generated for each subject,
body part, and combination of body parts
chi- square test was applied.
W - W.

fOJ:

e ach one-foot zone and a

The ce lls were A-A, A- W, W -A, and

For example , the arms of the exp er imenter were divided into

left, right, and combined total (whi ch summed the results of both arms).
The analysis was performed for each zone.

3) Approach and withdrawal
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summ e d across dyads--pe r ce nt of mov e ments in each 2 X 2 cell were
d e t e rmined.

These value s w e r e tabled for each subject by body part

and summ e d into tables for mal es , fe males, and combined subjects. 1
A c hi-square test was run for th e normalized 2 X 2 tables to determine
the significance levels of the data by body parts, and combinations of
body parts. 4) Averages--the average percentages of significance for
c o mpar e d ,body parts. for. the 11aw .data was . cornpmted
males and females.

and . tab~ed

.for .

The percentage of subjects which had significance

levels at or below . OS, . 01, and. 00 1 l evels of significance for the bo d y
parts were tabled.

The percent contributed data were analyzed for

each body part for males, feITlales, and combined subjects.

The signifi-

cance level of each 2 X 2 table was determined from the chi-square value,
and th e results were tabled.

These ana lys es were perforITled to make it

possible to determine whether sex differences were present.

Intra - rater Relia bility
An intra-rater reliability check was made by the original scorer
to verify the ori ginal f ilm analysis recorded.

One subject was chosen

at random and re - scored blindly.
A Pearson-Product Moment Correlation was calculated with
N = 72 (all body parts compared) to check between scored and re-scored
data.

The corre lation (r) = . 908.
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Dyadic Analysis
Tables 1 and 2 show the percentage of the 2 X 2 chi-square
matrices which reached significance at the levels indicated when comparing the direction of the subjects' head and arm movements with the
direction of the experimenter's body parts are indicated.

These

analyses were performed to detect sex differences among the subjects.
Also, they were performed to determine what percentage of subjects
participated in the approach and withdrawal dyadic interaction a t a
statistically significant level.

It was reasoned that for the combined

data, high chi- square scores for only some subjects could bias the
results.

The mean number of movements per subject was 559 .71 with

the range being 387 to 762 movements.

The three levels of significance

were used to examine the percentage decrease for males and females
to check if there were major drops in significance for the body parts of
n1ale s and female s.
The 2 foot zone had the greatest number or subjects which had
results which were significant.

Whil e there were reactions at each

zone, most of the movements occurred in the 2 foot zone (as can be seen
in the totals for all three significant levels).

The results described

were influenced by the placement of the chairs used while int eracting.

Table 1
Percentage of Significanc e for All Subjects for the Head of Males (M) and Females (F)
vs Experimenter Body Parts for a Chi-square Analysis with df =
.05
distance (feet)
2
3

Significance Levels
.01
2

.001
3

2

3

Head

M
F

60. 0
61. 1

85.0
72.2

65.0
66. 7

35.0
38.8

70.0
66. 7

45.0
33.3

10.0
11. 1

20.0
33.3

15.0
5.6

Anns

M
F

35.0
22.2

95.0
94.4

65.0
77.8

15.0
16.7

95.0
88.9

50.0
61. 1

5.0
5.6

75. 0
61. 1

25.0
38.9

left

M
F

0.0
5.6

75.0
83 . 3

55.0
72.2

0.0
0.0

55.0
55. 6

45.0
44.4

0.0
0.0

35.0
22. 2

20.0
5.6

right

M
F

35.0
27.8

95.0
83.3

10.0
33.3

15.0
5.6

80 . 0
66.7

10.0
11. 1

5.0
0.0

40.0
22.2

0.0
0.0

Legs

M
F

20.0
22.2

90.0
100.0

10 . 0
16.7

20.0
16.7

80.0
100.0

5.0
11. 1

10.0
16.7

80.0
94.4

0.0
11. 1

left

M
F

O. 0
5.6

75.0
77.8

10.0
16.7

0.0
0.0

60.0
61. 1

5.0
11. 1

0. 0
0.0

40.0
27.8

O. 0
11. 1

r i ght

M

20.0
22.2

70.0
83.3

0.0
0.0

20.0
16.7

65.0
77.8

0.0
0.0

10.0
16.7

45.0
33.3

O. 0
O. 0

75.0
72.2

100.0
100.0

75.0
88.9

60.0
55.6

100.0
100.0

70.0
83.3

25.0
33.3

95. 0
100.0

60. 0
66 .7

F

Totals

M
F

N: Male - 20
Female = 18
N
--J

Table 2
Percentage of Significance for All Subjects for the Arms of All Males 1M) and Females (F )
vs. Experimenter Body Parts for a Chi-square Analysis wit.h df = 1
Significance Levels
. 05
2
Head

M

F
Arms

M

F
left

M

F
right

M

F
Legs

M

F
left

M

F
right

M

F
Totals

M

F

.01
2

3

.001
2

40.0
66.7

65.0
55.6

45.0
27.8

25.0
44.4

40.0
27.8

25.0
16. 7

O. 0
5.6

10.0
5.6

10.0
0.0

30.0
27.8

90.0
77.8

55.0
61. 1

15.0
5.6

80.0
61. 1

35.0
38.9

0.0
0.0

60.0
50.0

10 . 0
5. 6

0.0
0.0

75.0
61. 1

40.0
50.0

0.0
0.0

65.0
50.0

25.0
16.7

0.0
0.0

30.0
22. 2

O. 0
5. 6

30.0
27.8

85.0
61. I

5.0
11. 1

15. 0
5.6

60.0
44.4

0.0
5.6

0.0
0.0

30.0
5.6

0.0
0.0

20.0
16.7

85.0
83.3

10.0
16.7

15.0
5. 6

85.0
72.2

0.0
5.6

15.0
5. 6

60. 0
66.7

O. 0
0.0

O. 0
0.0

65.0
77.8

10.0
16.7

0.0
0.0

50.0
38.9

O. 0
5.6

0.0
0.0

25.0
22.2

0.0
O. 0

15.0
16.7

65.0
77.8

0.0
0.0

15.0
5. 6

50.0
55. 6

0.0
O. 0

15.0
5.6

20.0
22.2

O. 0
O. 0

60.0
72.2

100.0
100.0

85.0
77.8

35.0
55.6

90.0
100.0

60. 0
72.2

_ 20.0
- 33.3

90.0
88.9

35.0
38.9

N: Male = 20
Female = 18
N
00
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Th e angle at which the chairs w e r e placed in relation to each other
pr eve nt e d a great deal of m o v e m e nt in the 3 and I foot zones.

Thus,

the 2 foot zone received the most interactional dyadic movement.

The

2 foot zone maintained its higher significance across the three levels
tested.

The 3 foot zone had the next greatest percentage followed by

the I foot zone.

The percentage of movement pattern indicates that

the gr e atest amount 'of b'odily ' rea'c6dns bccur'red ' in fhe 2,' 3, 'and' l' foot '
zones respectively.

When examing the totals of Table I and 2 it can be

seen that all zones hold a consistent pattern over the three levels of
significanc e .
By inspection, it can be seen that there are no great differences
between male and felnale subjects for the percentages of significance
se e n in Tables I and 2.

The significance levels of body parts within

zone s and the totals are consistent.

The row of totals (which sum s

across body parts) show that 100 percent of the subjects engaged in an
interaction which produced statistically significant chi-square values,
especially in the 2 foot zone.

The concern that only a few subjects con-

tributed to the statistical significance is, therefore, unfounded.
Table 3 shows the significance levels for the head and arms of
combined male and female subjects when compared with the experimenter ' s body parts.

The 2 foot zone because of the placement of the chairs,

had the greatest number of movements.

However, as can be seen by

Table 3, these dyadic approach and withdrawal movements occurred at or
beyond the. 001 level of significance in each zone.

The only exceptions

Table 3
Significance Levels for the Head and Arms of Combined Subjects vs. Combined Experimenter
Body Parts for a Chi-square Analysis with df = I for Rawpata
Combined Subjects
(Head) distance (feet)
I
2
3

Combined Subjects (Arms)

Head

· 001

· 00 1

· 001

· 00 1

· 001

· 001

Arms

· 001

· 001

· 001

· 001

· aD-I

• 001

left

N.S.

· 001

· 001

N. S.

· 001

· 001

right

· 001

· 001

· 001

· 001

· aD-I

· 001

· 001

· 001

· 001

· 001

· 00)

· 001

left

· 05

.00 1

· 001

N. S.

· 00-1

· 001

right

· 001

· 001

· 05

· 001

• OOl

N.S.

Totals

· 001

.001

· 001

· 001

· 001

· 001

Legs

N

2

= 38

o""
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to these interactional significance levels were the experimenter's left
arm and leg in the 1 foot zone and his right leg in the 3 foot zone.

This

indicates that there is a pattern to these movements of either A-A
(experimenter and subject approach each other) coupled with W - W
(experimenter and subject withdraw), or A- W (experimenter approach
and subject withdrawal) coupled with W -A (exper imenter withdrawal and
s ,u bject appl7oaoh).
Table 4 presents the significance levels of the head, arms, and
totals (combined head and arms) of the subjects when compared with the
experimenter's body parts.

The data presented have been normalized

to see if the statistical significance is maintained when each subject is
contributing equally to the chi-square analyses.
The data were normalized by computing the percent contributed
to each cell of the chi-square analysis for every body part of the experimenter that the subjects' h ead and arms were compa r ed with the total
contribution of each subject, which was 1, instead of the actual number
of movements were recorded.

All of the data was summed and collapsed

and an additional chi-squar e analysis was run on the normalized data.
For the head of the subjects, only the right leg of the experimenter in the 3 foot zone has no significance.

The l eft arn1 and l eg of the

expe rimenter in the 1 foot zone and the right le g of the experimenter in
the 3 foot zone did not reach significance at the levels of the othe r body
parts.

However, when the head and arms of the subjects are combined

and exam ined together with the expe rimenter's body parts, only the

Table 4
Significance Levels for Head, Arms, and Co:nbined Body Parts of the Subjects
vs Experimenter Body Parts for a Chi-square Analysis
With df = 1 for Normalized Data
Combined Subjects (Head)
distance (feet)

Combined Subjects (Arms)

2

2

Combined Subjects (Head
and Arms)

3

2

Head

.001

.001

.001

. 001

.001

.001

.001

.001

. 001

Arms

.001

.001

.001

.001

.001

.001

.001

.00 I

.001

left

N.S.

.001

.001

N.S.

.001

.001

.001

.001

.001

right

.001

.001

.001

.001

.001

.001

.001

.00 I

.00 I

.001

.001

.001

.00 I

.001

.001

.001

.00 I

.00 I

left

.05

.001

.001

N.S.

.00 I

.001

.- 001

.001

.001

right

.001

.001

.05

.00 I

.001

N. S.

.001

.00 I

N.S.

. 001

.001

.00 I

.001

.001

.001

.- 001

.00 I

.001

Legs

Totals
N = 38

""
N
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experimenter's right leg in th e 3 foot zone remains nonsignificant.

The

main r e ason for these body parts not reaching significance was the lack
of movements within the zones ca used by the placement of the experimental chairs.

All of the chi-square analyses were significant for

each of the body parts.

The 2 foot region had the greatest significance

for the total body parts followed by the I foot region, and finally by the
~

fOot region • . Howe.ver" ,w hen ,the ,tGtals are 'exam,ineo! for the collapsed

data in Tables 3 and 4, ther e are no differences between the zones.

M e an Frequency of Occurranc e
Figu re 2 shows the percentage of occurrences for the approaches
and withdrawals of the experimenter for all body parts combined (totals),
and for the head, arms, and totals (head and arrns combined) of the
subjects for the three one-foot zones.

In the 3 foot zone, there are

more approaches by the subjects than by the experimenter.

A greater

percentage of withdrawals for the experimenter is pre sent in the 3 foot
zone than for the subjects.

The patterns fo r the 2 and I foot zones are

opposite of the 3 foot zone.

The subjects were withdrawing more than

they approached, and the experimenter approached more than he withdrew.
One of the major reasons w hy these movements had the above
pattern seemed to relate to the violation and defense of boundaries.
Many times as the experimenter began his approach, the subject also
began an approach movement.

The expe rimenter would then withdraw
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(as seen in the 3 foot zone).

However, rn.any tirn.es the expe rim enter

mad e o nly a small withdrawal, then he started his approach to the subject, which was followed by the subject's withdrawal in the 2 and 1 foot
zones.

Patterns of Interaction

The data were examined for the behavior within dyads to determine the pattern of the interaction between interactants.

Each cell of

the 2 X 2 contingency table was analyzed to determine which interaction
possibilities (A-A, A-W, W-A. W-W) contributed most to the chi-square
values.

Figure 3, 4 and 5 present the ratio of observed to expected fre-

quencies for each of the three one-foot zones for m.ales, females and all

subjects combined.

The movements within each dyad were examined

for the contributions of each body movement within the dyad, the patterns
for the possible dyad movements (A -A, A- W, W -A, W _ W) were ranked
from highest to lowest.

The ranking was identical for males, females,

and for each of the three one-foot zones .

Therefore, the dire ction of the

combined scores Df the expected verses observed ratios presented in
Figures 3, 4 and 5 are represent ative Df each subject.
FDr the 3 fDDt ZDne, and A- W cell is the largest contributor to the
c hi-square analysis fDllDwed by the W-A, W-W, and A-A cells.

The 2

foot zone is different from the 3 foot zone in that it has a different distribution of the dyad interaction cells.

The W -A cell is the interaction

which contributed the most data to the chi-square analysis followed by
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th e A- W, W - W, and A-A m ove m e nts.

The I foot zone has the same

c hara c t e ristics as does th e 2 foot zone.

The one observable difference

i s that the relative contributions o f the dyadic cells have changed .

The

W -A c ell has increased its contribution while the A- W, W - Wand A-A
cells have decreased their contributions .
Of even greater importance than finding out the trend of the
d'yadic ' interac:t>ons ' (to ' have 'irlterac'ti'orls ' of A~W anCl W '- W)', 'is' the
direction of influence of the ratio of the observed and expected frequencies.

As can be Seen in Figure 3, 4 and 5, the A-A and W _ W cells

contributed much les s than expect e d while the A- Wand W -A cells contributed much more than was expected.

If the cells had contributed

the expected amount, then the results would have been one for the ce ll.
The participants followed an approach and withdrawal interaction for
all three of the one-foot zones with only the type of intera ction differing
in the zones (for the 3 foot zone the interaction was of a A- W, and in the
2 and I foot zones the W -A was the major interaction).
The different cells for e ach zone contributed different amounts
to the c hi - square value.

The A- Wand the W -A cells were the major

contributors to the chi-square valu e s gene rat ed, and the W-W and A-A
cells contributed the least amount to the chi-square value .

This was

true for each of the three I foot zones tested.
All of the data presented show that there is an approach and withdrawal interaction among the subjects and exper imenter when they are
interacting with one another.

The general tendency is for person A to
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withdraw when B approaches, and for; A to approach when person B
withdraws; it can be said that there is a dual interaction present.
Figure 6 shows the chi-squa r e values for males, females, and
combined subjects.

For males, the chi-square values increase as

distance between subject and experimenter decrease in a linear function

from the 1 to the 3 foot zones.

The females are affected the least in

the ~ and the ,2 foot zone. ' However, the're is ' a ' signi'f ita'nt increase in '
the chi-square value between the 2 and 1 foot zones.

This tends to

suggest that the females reacted more strongly to th e experimenter's
intrusions at close range.

When the subjects are combined, the trend

is to have an increasing pattern from the 3 to the 1 foot zones.

The

slope increases faster for combined subjects than for either males or
females.
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Chi-square values for ma l es , females and combined
subjec ts (male s and females) for each zone.
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Discussion

The data emphasize two interesting areas.

First, there is an

approach and withdrawal interactional dyadic sequence between preschool
children and an adult male.

Second, there is a pattern to the approach

and withdrawal interaction across the three zones examined, which increases our understanding of personal space in preschoolers.

Approach-withdrawalapproach-patterns
In Tables I and 2, it was seen that there was an int eractiona l
effect between all subjects.
patterns.

All participated in approach and withdrawal

Also, it was found that there was no difference between male

and female subjects.

Each subject, regardless of sex, rea cted to the

approach and withdrawal movements of the experimente r in much the
same way.

The chi-square values (Tables 3, 4 and Figure 1) are very significant for both normalized and raw data.

In fact, the generated c hi-

square values are much higher and more significant for the normalized
data as opposed to the raw data.

This reinforces the observation that

when all subjects are compared equally with regard to the interactions
wh i ch occur, the approach-withdrawal (A- W) and the withdrawal-approach
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(W -A) ce lls contribute th e greates t amount of information to the chisquare values.
The interactional natur e of the dyadic movement can be seen in
Figure 1.

As the experime nter approached, the subjects withdrew.

Also as the experiITlenter withdrew, the subjects approached.
interaction was not led by the experimenter at all tiITles.

The

On many

occasi,ol'ls , the, subjects, forced, the expeTiornenter' to retreat when h'e '
approached too closely.

The finding shown in Figure I tends to support

the notion that a dual interaction is occurring between the interactants.
The reactions of one are dependent upon the reactions of the other.
Rather than approach-withdrawal Peery (note 2) has suggested that
approach-withdrawal-approach is a more conceptually appropriate label
for this behavior .
The reason for the lowe r num ber of movements in the 3 and I
foot zones for the body parts of the legs and arms is due to the placement of the experimenter chairs.

As can be seen in Appendix A, the

chairs of the experimenter and subject were placed at a constant distance
from one another.

As the two interactants moved about, there were

difficulties moving the body parts into the zones with equa l frequency.
The left arm and left leg of the experimenter had difficulty going into
the 1 foot zone.

The right arm and right leg of the experiITlenter had

difficulty in manuvering into the 3 foot zone.

This placement o f chairs

also helps account for the greater ITlovements which the 2 foot zone
received.
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Personal Space
The s e cond point, that the re is a pattern to the approach and
withdrawal interactions a c ros s the zones e xaITlined can be seen by

Figures 3, 4 and 5.

Ther e was a shift in the pattern among the A-W

and the W -A cells for the percent contributed to the chi- squa re value as
one moves from the 2 to the 1 foot zones.
appr(')a'Ch

('A~

The approach-withdrawal-

W ok) patt e rns are the ' same' f 'o t the l an'd 3 'fdoe iohe's:

A possible explanation for this can be found in the interactions between
the subjects and the experimenter.

For all three zones examined, the

W - Wand A-A cells contributed the least to the chi-square values.
While thinking of the approach and withdrawal sequences as being an
interaction which utilizes p e rsonal space boundaries for comfort, the
most uncomfortable situations would be when two people are approaching
one another.

One reason for the interactants backing away is that the

zone that has been established for their interaction has been violated .
This would cause l1uncomfortablel! feelings as the two catne into more

intimate contact.

As was seen in the work on personal space, when two

people approached one another, there was a tendency to back away from
one another and reestablish a cOITlfortable interactional distance
(AltITlan, 1975).

This same type of situation could also be predicted

when interactants moved away froITl one another.

The distance would

become too great and they would try to establish a comfortabl e interaction level.

Trying to establish a comfortable inte r action distance

helps to account for the high significance of the A- Wand the W -A cells
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which show that the approach and withdrawa l interaction is taking place
among the preschool subjects.

It can be stated that the subjects and

experimenter in their interactions were fOllowing the interactional
pattern which has been shown for personal space.

Altman (1975) and

others would state that accommodation was occurring with the subjects
as the experimenter approach ed and withdrew.

The movement patterns

(A· Wand 'W-Ai wOIlI'd 'fit the du'a t iht'e tactio'nal 'sequence's 'tHat' nave oeen
seen when personal space adjustment and accommodation has been
observed.
Another possible explanation for the shift in g of the A- W movements in the 3 foot zone, to the W -A movements in the 2 and I foot
zones can be seen in terms of encroac hment of space.

The experimenter

forced himself upon the subjects many times and he would not retreat
even when the subjects gave out nonverbal cues to warn the exper imenter
of his encroaching upon personal space.

In the 3 foot zone, the subjects

started to approach the exper iment er when he bega n his approach.

How-

ever, as the experimenter kept approaching, the subjects retreated backwards.

The reverse case is true for the I foot zone.

The subjects re-

treated and then began an approach movement towards the experimenter.
The experimenter withdrew when the subject began approaching him in
the 1 foot zone.
The reactions noted by the experimenter and subjects in the 1
foot zone can be seen in terms of the experimenta l condition.

As the

experimenter continued his approach across the three I-foot zones,
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the subje c ts backed off and th e y ran out of space when th ey w e re unable
to move furthe r back unless they left th e expe rimental setting becaus e
of t h e lim itati ons t hat their chair back pr e sented in stopping movement
(on e 3 1/2 year old female did).

T he problem of the child's cha ir pre-

venting backwards movement caused the subjects to mak e an approach
movement to force the expe rimente r ba c k to stop the uncomfo rtable enc.roachment.

'th e 8ubje«:ts the n foUowed th e expe riment er back to a

distance with which the y felt comfo rtable.
The one point that should be rememb e red is the approach and
withdrawal interaction occurrs very quickly; faster than an observer can
score in vivo.

One might think then how is this interaction between

participant s regulated?
is subliminal p e r ce ption .

One possible mechanism for such regulation
The brain proc esses the information, but it

is below the threshold where o n e is cognitively aware of it.

Similar to

the resear ch on subliminal p erce ption whe n information is flashed on a
sc r een briefly.

While one may not have been cognitive ly aware of the

message, the b rain has r ecorded it un consciously and can act upon the
information as needed.

Impli cations for p e rsonal space theory.

The approa c h and with-

drawal intera c tions, which have been obs e rved, ca n be s ee n to be a part
of the personal space int eraction described by Ha ll (19 66) and others.
The dyadic approach and withdrawal interactional sequences can be
seen as forerunners to the personal space interaction between the two
participants .

As stated before, the approach and withdrawal sequence
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occurs at a much faster rate than does personal space.

In fact, many

approach and withdrawal dyadic responses can be made before a
reaction of the subject is noticed by an observer who is watching the
interaction in vivo.

The mechanism of approach and withdrawal inter-

action is seen to work on a specialized area of behavior.

It helps to

establish the initial boundaries that are used by the personal space interacti0n notioed in ' vivo ' by many ' resear'Chers.

Also', 'likE! pers'onal space'

and territorality, the approach and withdrawal interaction can also be
seen as a BSDR mechanism.
The approach and withdrawal interactions are a component of
personal space.

As an interaction is occurring, the interactants will

utilize the approach and withdrawal movements to guage their interaction level with one another.

However, if person A approaches person

B so that B becomes uncomfortabl e with the distance between the two,
then the easily observed reactions of personal space will be observed.
When the appropriate boundary has again been reestablished, then the
minute distancing reactions of approach and withdrawal will occur.
Many of these movements will make up a personal space reaction.
An analogy can be drawn to someone who is having fire corne
closer to him/her all of the time.

In the first few feet, small movements

away from the fire will not be noticed because the danger to the person
is small.

However, as the fire comes closer, great discomfort will

result and the person would wish to move away from the fire because of
the pain and bodily injury that would be associated with fire.

The
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movC'mcn(s of th e p e rson as thC' fire came very close would be large a nd
an away movement o f larg er proport i ons would be noted than when the
fire was further away.
So it is with interp e r sona l relations.

As people come int o con-

ta ct with one another, they begin to get n e rvous and uncomfortabl e if
others approach too clos e ly.

The person will wish to establish an

appr,ol"riate' boundary in ' which tO ' interact with the bther ' person' and
will tend to maintain this boun dary as they interact.
conceptualization is seen in Figures 3, 4 and 5.

Support for this

There was a shifting

patt e rn among the A- Wand the W -A ce lls between the 3 and 1 foot
zones.

Becaus e the approach and withdrawal interactional sequences
change from approach-withdrawal (A- W) t o withdrawal-approach (W -A)
a c ro ss zones (Figures 3, 4 and 5), the distance at which the intimate
a nd personal zones a r e divided must be reconsidered.

The sugge stion

of Hall ( 1966) conce rning th e 18 in c h boundary for these zones may not
b e accurate.

For the pr eschool subjects, the 18 inch boundary was

contained in the 2 foot zone.

F i gures 3 , 4 and 5 give the impression

that the distance at which the A - Wand W-A ce lls contribute equa lly to
the chi-squar e analysis is beyond 24 inches (Hall would predict that the
2 foot contributions of the A- Wand the W -A cells would have been about
equal).
Several explanations can be offered for what occurred.

The first

is that the preschool subjects extended their intimate zone to make an
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int e r acti o n more difficult be ca u se th e e xp e rimenter was a strange r.
The s e cond reason is preschool c hildren do not have adult spatial
patt e rns, which have been de scribed by Hall (1966) and others; the
adult patterns could become established as the children mature.

Still

another explanation may be that the personal space distances conceived
by Hall (1966) are in error.

Previous personal space studies have all

utiliz e d ,in vivo , observation 'or de's ~ ription situati'ons '.

m e asures ha v e been taken.

No ' rrtnic'ro II

This study has looked at the personal space

m e chanism on a ITlicro-level.

More accurate responses were obtained

becaus e individual behaviors have been broken into smaller components,
i. e., a personal space reaction was filmed and analyzed frame-by
frame with a constant distance measure to see what occurred as subjects
and experimenter interacted.

Implications for Equilibrium Th e ory
Equilibrium theory was advanced by Argyle and Dean (1965).
They felt that in an interaction, people will tend to minimize the d i s comfort felt by inappropriate intrusion by others on personal space by
various means.
decreased.

As int eractants came closer togethe r , eye-contact

This was said to take place because t he comfort leve l of

the interaction was low and intimacy-reducing be h avior was performed
to restore equil i brium to the interaction.

By performi ng these d i fferent

equilibrium manuvers, the anxiety and discomfort that occu r red dur i ng
an interaction would be re stored.
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In this study it was found that an equilibrium position holds for
a micro-level of analysis; as person A approached person B, the tendency was for person B to withdraw.

Also, as person A withdrew

from person B, then B tended to approach A.

This suggests that the

interactants Were trying to maintain an equilibrium position and were
trying to reduce the anxiety felt in the equ ilibrium position.
:Establishing an appr,o!"riate' interaction di'stanc~ was' hote'd 'for '
all three I-foot zones.

Argyle (1 968) and Argyle and Dean (1965) would

state that in an interaction one will use different bodily cues to try and
ward off an interactant if approached too closely.

For example, as the

experimenter approached the subjects in the 3 foot zone, the subject
would approach the experimenter to ward him off (he would be warned
nonverbally that he was violating the subject's accepted interaction
distance with him).

The child would approach in response to the distance

violation of the experimenter.

As the expe rimenter continued to approach,

the discomfort of the subject would become greater and the child would
withdraw to reestablish the equilibrium position of the interaction.

If

the experimente r withdrew when the subject approached, then the subject
would have continued his approach movement to maintain equilibrium.

Further Work
From the results of this study, some interesting que stions arise
that indicate a need for further study of the approach and w i thdrawal
que stion.

A few of the se que stions are:
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I.

What facial cues are used by subjects or experimenters to
indicate that spatial violation is occurring?

Z.

Are there differ ences between cultures as to the cues used
(facial, gestural, and so forth) to defend against intrusion?

3.

Are the changes of A- Wand W -A sequences different for
each culture?

Does this pattern hold for different aged

subJetts in the Amerlca.n' c'u Yture?
4.

Would the same results be obtained (as was found in this
study) if a female experimenter was used instead of an
adult male?

5.

Does the approach and withdrawal sequence appear in peers
as well as it doe s with adults?

6.

Is the approach and withdrawal sequence the same from
neonates through old age, or are there differences due to
age and development?

Each of these questions need to be explored by future researchers
t.o determine what differences exist between the results of this study,
and those that would look at different variables than have been examined
in the present study.
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Footnotes
1

The data were analyzed by percent cont ributed to allow com-

parison for total body parts (he ad and arms) of the subjects.

This

could not be performed for the raw data because it could not be assumed
that the behaviors of the experimenter's and subject(s) ' body parts
between zones were independent of each other,

The data was turned

into percents to normalize the data and allow comparisons between "nd
within subjects .
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Appendix A
Experimental Condition
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Appendix B
Scoring Sheet
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Appendix C
Definitions of Behavior
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Body part--any body appendage (head, right or left arm, or left or
right leg) of e ither the expe rimenter or subject.
Approach--a movement of any body part towards another person.
Withdrawal--a movement away from the other person by any body part.
Approach-approach (A-A)--an app roach movement of the experimenter
in which the subject also makes an approach movement.
Appto'ach '- withtlr'awal '(A- W)- '-an 'approa'ch mov'em~nt performed by th~
experimenter in which the subject makes a withdrawal movement.
Withdrawal-approach (W -A)- -a withdrawal movement is made by the
experimenter and the subject performs an approach movement.
Withdrawal-withdrawal (W - W)- -a withdrawal movement is made by the
experimenter and the subject also makes a withdrawal movement.
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